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OPTIMIZATION AND IDENTIFICATION FOR 
THE NONLINEAR HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS

Yong Han Kang

Abstract. In this paper we consider 나le optimal control problem 

of both operators and parameters fc)r nonlinear hyperbolic systems. 

For the identification problem, we show that for every value of the 

parameter and operators, the optimal control problem has a solution. 

Moreover we obtain the necessary conditions of optimality for the op

timal control problem on the system.

1. Introduction

The optimal control problems have been extensively studied by 
many authors [1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 13, 14, 15 and the references cited therein] 
and also identification problem for damping parameters in the second 
order hyperbolic systems have been dealt with by many authors [4, 6, 
8, 12, and the references cited therein].

In this paper, we consider the following control systems;

(y" + &(& q)y' + Ai(t, q)y + N*g(Ng)十 Bg = f(t, q)
(LI) ｛认 q, B)(0) =yoev, y\q, B)(0) = y, e H,

[q e Qm, B € Pa,b
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and the cost functional given by the quadratic form

(1.2) J(q,B) = h\Cy^B)-Zd\\^.
厶

Here 厶코 (女 q、) and q) are differential operators containing unknown 
parameter q € Qm and there are given by some bilinear forms on 
Hilbert spaces, N^g(Ny') is a nonlinear term, B 力 is an operator, 
Pa)b is a suitable space, / is a forcing term, C is an observation operator 
defined on a교 observation space M and 电 is a desired value.

The optimal control problem subject to (1.1) with (1.2) is to fi효d 
optimal pairs (q, B) € x Pa^ such that

inf J(q. B) = J(g, B).

Recently： inspired by the optimal control theoretical studies of Euler- 
Bernoulli Beam Equations with Kelvin-Voigt Damping, and Love-Kirch
hoff Plate Equations with various damping terms, these appeared nu
merous paper studying optimal control theory and identification prob
lems. In Banks et al. [4], Banks and Kunisch [5], they treated the 
existence of the optimal control (or minimizing parameters) by using 
the methods of approximations, but they didn't deal with the nec
essary conditions (or characterizations) on them. When Ai(t, q)三 
7?12(i,q),7 > 0 and N^g(Ny) = 0 in (1.1), the identification problem 
estimating q via output least-square identification, problem is studied 
by Ahmed [1,2] based on the transposition method.

In the nonlinear parabolic type case, Papageorgiou [11] treated with 
optimal control problems contained parameter and control. But we 
deal with the second order nonlinear hyperbolic systems.

In this paper we will study the identification problem to the system
(1.1) with (1.2) and the existence of weak solution for the system (1.1). 
It is not easy to find the optimal control pairs (信 B) belonging to a 
general admissible set Qm x Pa,b of both parameters and operators 
subject to (1.1) with (1.2). Hence we will show the existence of such 
(q, B) whe표 Q. x is a compact subset of a topological space. 
Moreover, we obtain the necessary conditio효s of optimality for the 
optimal control problem.
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2. Preliminaries

Let X be a real Hilbert spaces. (•,・)x and || • ||x denote the in
ner product and the induced norm on X. X* the dual space of X 
and〈,广〉x*,x denotes the dual pairing between X* and X. Let us 
introduce underlying Hilbert spaces to describe nonlinear hyperbolic 
systems. Let be a real pivot Hilbert space, its norm || ・||h by | 
Throughout this paper we assume there is a sequence of real separable 
Hilbert spaces 卩咬 forming a Gelfand qui교tuple satisfying 
另 J % J H 三 H* Jf V2 J누 V*. And also we assume that the 
embedding 气 — ％ is dense and continuous with ||©||巧 <。||©||巧 

for 0 € Vi and 峰—H is a densely compact embedding. From 
now on, we write Vi = V for convenience of notation. We assume 
that the equalities〈如 6v\v = 泌房»吟，巧 f。호 © € I兌 * G V and 
셔)Sv* v = (4p)h for E H, E V. We shall give an exact de
scription of nonlinear hyperbolic systems. We suppose that Q is alge
braically contained in a linear topological vector space with topology 
Tjn and Qm = (Q, rm) is compact. Let £(X<, Z) denote the space of all 
bounded linear operators from X to Z and A* the dual of the operator 
A, Consider the space of operators £(V,吋)and suppose that it is 
given the strong strong (weak) operator topology which we denote by 
7膈Given this topology, £$(】/「崂)三(£(V, is a locally
convex linear topological vector space which is sequentially complete. 
For some b > 0 and a E let

Pa,b = {Be £。*馈): II이< b,
~ (Bx,x)v*,v + q|끼h > 0, Vx G V}.

Note that R/ is compact in £(V, KT). Let I = [0, T], T > 0 be fixed 
and t G [0, T\. Let q C

We will need following hypotheses on the data.
H(A) Az : I x Qm — £(l么 I%) is an operator (i = 1,2).

(1) «z(t, q；饱 6=a人h q； S ©), where az(t, q;如q)饱 3〉匸*")

(2) There exists czi > 0 such that |的仏q；Sg)| < 시I冲V、
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(3) There exist %〉0 and E R such that at(i, q;饱 tp) r二 
이”峻,

(4) The function t i at(i, q; <p) is continuously differentia hl n 
[0,T].

(5) There exists 3〉0 such that 底(£, q; 由(새 < 勺2廿찌t 丨 ,

P如 W E K, wherez = •으 and a[(t, q;(f>, <p) = 必眼顷)八、片

H(f) f : I x Qm t 吟 is the forcing term such that / u 打！ E 
乙2(0华)

H(N)【V : — H is a linear operator such that N E £(l么 〃)w h
I卩V冲 < 丿时|«眼，is constant and the range of N s v, is 
dense in H ・

H(g) g : H — H is a c。그tinuous nonlinear mapping of reaJ 仁r di- 
e죠t(or potential) type such that

(1) l|g(9)ll < C1||冲 + C2,<p C H and for some constant c. s
(2) ||g(9)-9。시I < 씨- ©||,0© £ H and for some COHSI “F, C3.

We consider the following problem for nonlinear hyperbolic sj ^ems 
of the form :

(2.1) g〃 + A2(t, q)矿 + Ai(t, q)y + N*g(Ny) + By = f(f, q) 

(2-2) 认q, B)(0)=從 £ 匕矿(q, B)(0)=辱 H,
q £ Qmj B G "Pa、b\

where 寸 = 쓰浦“ =，브.
ttv ttC

We define a Hilbert space, which will be a space of solutions, as 
following;

W(0,T) = {y\y e £2(00*)"/ e £2(00，；响，矿，e "(()您矿*)}

with an inner product
(，1,，2)W(0,T) = {(2/1 (切, 02(*))U + (託(*)，彼。腿 + (T(i)，剛圳V나出
and the induced norm

II 硏 |w(0,T) = (II 이 l&(og)y)+ 11矿11&(00泌) + Wll£2(o,?v*))'・

We denote by P(0,T) the space of distributions on (0,T).
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DEFINITION 2.1. A function y is said to be a weak solution of (2.1)-
(2.2) if yE W(0^T) and y satisfies

〈矿'(•),©»* V +%(•，必矿(•),©) +W・,q；，(•),©) + 0(AS(・)),1V*>〉h

+况八 v =G V in the sense of P(0,T), 
g(q,B)(0) = yQ eV, %(q,B)(0) = yl e H, q e Qm, B G Pa,b-

By Definitio요 2.1 it is verified that a weak solution y of (2.1) satisfies

[+ 厶20 g)矿(z) + &(t,丽侦)+ N*g(N応')')

Jo
fT

+ By (t),(/)(/)) v^y2dt = /〈f 财»4火£)山阳 e L2(0,T; V^).
Jo

We state the existence and uniqueness results of a weak solution of
(2.1)-(2.2).

Theorem 2.1. 1了 H(A), H(N) and H(g) hold. Then the 
system

'y" + 厶阳,q)y' + Ai(t, q)y + N*g(Ng)
(2 3) < +By = f(t,q) in (0,T)

' j g(q,B)(0) = go W/(q,B)(0) = 91 £ H,
I g e Qmt B e Pafi

has a unique weak solutwn y E W(Q^T) A G(0,T; V) A Crl(0,T; H). 
Here the concept of a weak solution for (2.3) is defined as

"(•),©)V*V +a2(・,g;g'(・),©) + QL«,q;y(、•),©)十〈g(Ng(.)),N©〉h

+〈B 认.'牍 v*,v =〈/("),©&,"寸。eV in the sense 矿D‘(0,D 

with the initial conditions g(q〉」B)(。)= y° E 1匕？/(03)(0) = yi 
e H)q C Qm, B E Pa,b-

PROOF. We can. prove by using the method Lions [9] and Ha [8].
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3. Existence of both parameters 
and operators for optimality

In this section we consider the optim이 control problem for the fol
lowing system:

(y" + 厶2(切 q)y' + Ax(i, q)y + N*g(、N，g)
(31) I +By = f(t,q) in (0,T)

' I y(q,B^=yoeV, g'(g,B)(0)=?/i£H,
I ?eQm, B e Pa,b.

Note that since there is a unique solution y to (3.1) for given (q,B) £ 
Qm x Pa,5, we have a well-defined mapping y = g(q,B) of Qm x Pa^ 
into W(0,T).

We often call (3.1) the state equation a표d y(q)B) the state with 
respect to (3.1). Let us consider a quadratic cost fimctional attached 
to (2.3) as
(3.2) 丿(q,B) = ：||q/(q,B)一‘이伤, EeQZPg

厶
where M is a Hilbert space of observations； C € jC(IV(0, T), M) is an 
observer and Zd is a desired value belonging to M, Our main aim is to 
find (g, B) e Qm x Pa^b satisfying
(3.3) J(q, B) = min J(q, B)

and to give a characterization of such (q, B). We call (q, B) the optimal 
pairs to the system (3.1) and (3.2). Furthermore, we will give an 
assumption to ^(t, q; 0,99),2 = 1,2 and /:
H(A)i q — q;饥 cp) : t R is continuous for all t G [0,T], ^>, <p E

K.
H(/)i q 一)/(") : Qm 一> V須 is continuous.

Note that for each q G 饥 3 e 匕 the following equalities hold :

sup |a&,q；©,9)l= sup |〈&(顷泌,, 匕*,l시 = ||瓦(私 q泌 |笔*,
II꺼1匕=1 lh에統=1

whence the assumption H(A)i and the above equality imply that ||Aj(i, q)</)\ 
is continuous on q.
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Lemma 3.1. IfH(A), H(f), H(N\ H(A)i and H(/)r hold. Then 
y(q)B) 6 (7(Qm x *Pa,6,^(0, T)) is strongly continuous on (q)B).

PROOF. It can be proved by using the method of Ahemd⑵ and 
Ha[8].

Theorem 3.1. IfH(A\ H(/), H(N), andH(f^ hold. Then 
there is at least one optimal pairs (q, B) if Qm x 下養姑 compact.

PROOF. It is clear from Lemma 3.1 and continuity of norm.

REMARK. We can. the operator B to be function of time by taking 
for the admissible the set

理b = {B e Loo(i,z:(v,i^)): 8$5龄次|田(圳£(匕峋*), tel} <b, 

and + 이히為 > 0 a.e. on I},

where 6 > 0 and a E R. In. this case, replacing 7상 b instead of R商 we 
obtain the same results.

4. Necessary condition of optimality 
for both parameters and operators

Here we present the necessary conditions (the minimizing condi
tions) for optimal pairs (q, B) E Qm x 7*力 to 나le system (3.1) with 
the cost functional J(p, B) given by (3.2). If J(p, B) is Gateaux differ
entiable at (q, B) in the direction (g—q,B —B), the necessary condition 
on (q, B) is characterized by the following inequality

(4-1) DJ(q, B,q-q,B-B)>0, V(q, B) e x a,b, 

where DJ(Q, B;q — q, B — B) denotes the Gateaux derivative at(S B) 
in the direction (q — q, B — B).
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Note that since J(q、B) composed of the term y(q)B), the Gateaux 
differentiability of J(q)B) follows from that of y(q)B). Hence to obtain 
that of B) we will need the following condition:
H(」4)2 q t q) is Gateaux differentiable for all t a교d g)(p) 三

DAt(t,q]p) e L2(0, T;£(K，K*)) for all g e Qm, where £)九(私 q；0) 
denotes the Gateaux derivative at q in the direction of p.

H(g)i For any tp E H the Frechet derivative of g exists and satisfies 
g中S € £(H,H) with ||g<p(9)ll£(H,H) < C4, where 四(9) is the 
Frechet derivative of at 7? and C4 is constant.
q t /(£, q) is Gateaux differentiable for all t and /^(t, q)p 三

€ L2(0,T, V^), where /g(t, g;p) is Gateaux derivative 
at q in the direction of p.

Lemma 4.1. Assume that the conditions m Theorem 2.1,
H(J)2 Q 臨 are satisfied. Then y(q^ B) is weakly

Gateaux differentiable at (q, B) in the direction (g —仏 B — B)f and if we 
denote the Gateaux derivative of y(q)B) by z — Dy(q^ B\q — q^B~ B), 
it satisfies the following Cauchy problem:

'z" + A2(tsq)zf + Ai(t,q)z + N*gANy(q>B))Nz + Bz

(4 2) < = q,q- q)y\q, B) - DA^t, q;q- q)y(q, B)
+ (B- B)y(q, B) + /g(i, q^q-q) in (0, T) 

z(0) = *(0) = 0.

Proof. We can prove by using the method of Ahemd [2] and Park 
et al. [12],

By Lemma 4.1, the cost functional J(q〉B) is Gateaux differentiable 
at (q, B) in the direction (q —仏 B - B), and so, the condition (4.1) is 
rewritten by
(4-3)

DJ(& B\q~ q^B — B} =〈C겨"侦/((为(仏 B) 一 zj), ^)w*(o,t),vk(o,t)

+ {C^A.M(Cy(q^ B) — 2以)建佰(信疗;B — 2)〉印*(硕),叩。7) Z 0,
'더 (q*) £ Qm X
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where z is the unique weak solution to (4.2), C* E Vy*(O, T)) is 
the adjoint operator of C and Am is the canonical isomorphism of M 
onto M* in the sense that

(i) 〈Xm©部)M*,M = ||。||氣

(ii) IIAm^IIm- = II^IIm for all g M.
In order to avoid the complexity of setting up observation spaces, 

we consider the following two types of distributive and terminal value 
observations in time sense, that is, the following cases :

(i) we take G £(L2(0,T; /), M) and observer z(q, B) = G_g(q, B);
(ii) we take C2 E M) and observer z(q, B)=(方，(们 B)(T).

4.1. The case where C\ E £(L2(0, T; V2)?
In this case the cost functional is given by

J(q,B) = ；||Cy/(g,B) - 20临,由 e Qm X 卩a,b, 
£

and then the necessary condition (4.3) is equivalent to

(4.4)

〈CIAmC；(仏百)(t) - Zd、)3B(q「&B - B)}v^v2dt

+「WS血,B")—糸,如'网,奶＞ 0, 
J0

V(?,B) e(為〉〈％,

Let us introduce an adjoint state 77(仏 B) satisfying

¥]"(& B) 一 厶2(顷泌成百)+ Q)-必(脂))

+ (N*gANy&B)N、)* + B)
(4.5) _

= C^M(Ciy(q,B)-zd),
77(q,B)(T) = O, "(")(『)=0.

Since C^AM(Ciy(q, B) - zd) € L2(0,T-,V/) and A'2(t,q) € L°°(0,T; 
£(屿，V甘))：the equation (4.5) is well-posed and permits a unique weak 
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solution B) E W(Q^T) if we consider the change of the time vari
able as t —> T — Multiplying (4.5) by zy which is the weak solution 
to (4.2), integrating it by parts after integrating it on [0,T], we obtain

L 百)(t),Z〃(t) + 厶2(財)2糸)+ [血(很)

+ N^gy(Ny(q, B)(t))7V + B]z(t))v*,vdt

(4 6) = L S0，E)(t)，TL42(W；q — q)g'(g,B)(t)

-DAr(t, q-q- q)y(q,B)(t))v*,vdt

+ [〈〃0,&冷),(B — B)g(a,E)°) 
Jo

+ fg^,q-,q- q))v*,vdt> o,v(q,b)g Qm x paib.

From (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain the inequality

[〈7血,百)@),z〃(t) + A2(t,q)z'{i) + [Ax(t,q) 
Jo

+ N*gANy(、q, B)(i))2V + B]z(t))v*ydt

+ / B-,q- q^^ry(q, B)(t) - z^dt
Jo

=[Mq, -DA2(t, q;q- q)y\q, B)(t) 
Jo

-DAr{t,q\q-q)y{q,B}{fy)v*,vdt

+[S(q,甘)(t),(B - BM血,B)(f)十 fq(t,q；q - q、))v*,vdt

+ [ {CiyB(q,B;q - q^t^Cty^q, B)(t) - zd)VtjVdt > 0, 
Jo

V(g> S e Qm x R以尸

Here we used the inequality (4.4). Summarizing these we have the 
following theorem.
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Theorem 4.1. Assume thatH(A), H(J\ H(N\ H(g\ H(A)2? 
H(f)i? H(f)2? H(g)i hold. Then the optimal pairs (q, B) is charac
terized by state and adjoint systems and inequality:

(B) + A2(t, q)y(q, B) + Ai(t, Q)y(q, B) + N*g(Ny(q, B))
{ +By(q,B) = +/(t,g) in (0, T)
[y(q, B)(0) =7/0 eV,矿(g, B)(0) =yieH,

(77〃0, B) - A2(t, + [(&(t,g) - %(俄))
I + (N*%(lVg(S "广 + B^Mq, B)

' =C^AM(Ciy(q, B) - zd) in (0, T),

预 3,a)=o”(7,q)=o,

/ Mq, B)(t),(B 一 B)y(q,B')(t)+fq(t,q-q-q)}v\vdt 
Jo

fT _
+ / {CYyB{q,B-,B - B)(t) - zd}vydt

< Jo
fT

> / 即、Q,百')(t),DA2(t,q；q — q)g'(q,B)(t) 
Jo

、 + PAi(t, q-,q- q}y{q, ydt, V(g, u) e Qm x %,b.

4.2. The case where C2 G M)
In this case the cost functional is given by

J(q,B) = i||C27/(9,B)(r)-电I 爲，P (q, B) E Qm x g, 
厶

the necessary condition (4.3) is equivalent to

(C^AM(C22/(q,B)(T) 一 Zd).z(T))H
(4.7) + (G仆Mt%认q, B)(T) 一 zd\yB(q, B; B - B)(T))h > 0,

'더0B、) € Qm X Pa,b-
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Let us introduce an adjoint state 7/(g, B) satisfying

- A2(t,q)T]'(q,B} + [(Ai(t,9)-A2(i, Q))
+ (N*gANy (& 히 N)* + &* 忻 0, B) = 0,

(")"⑶=0,

I 侷 = -^AM(C27/(g,B)(T)-毎).

It follows by the same reason as the case 4.1 that there is a unique weak 
solution 77(9, B) £ VK(0,T), because C奇邕冬(。2讯瓦 E)(T) — zd) £ H.

Theorem 4.2. We assume that H(A), H(f)? H(N)f H(g), H(A)iy 
H(A)2, H(/)2 and H(g)i hold. Then the optimal pairs (g, B)
is characterized by state and adjoint systems and inequality:

'y"(、q, B) + A2(i, q)寸(Q, B) + Ai(i, q)y{q, B) + N*g(Ny(、q, B))
< + By(Q, B) = f(t, q) in (0, T),
、y(q, B) =yoe v,矿(g, B) = yi e H,

'77”(毎 B)-厶2(私 q、)T}'(q, B) + q) — A'2(t, ?))
< + (N* 务(AS(用 B)N、)* + E* 忻(a, B)(T) = 0,
'??(g,B)(T) = 0,

、= —C?Am(C2&侦无)0)-祐)，

'(c从C29(q,B)(T) - Zd)H

+ [ ((B - B)y(q, B)(i) + /q(i, q,q- q),Tj(q, B)(t)}v^vdt

< T
> [〈DA2(t,q； q -刼何,E、)(t、)

Jo
、+ DAt(t, q;q- q)y{q, ydt^^q, B) € Qm X Pa；b.

PROOF. We prove the inequality co그dition of optimal control only. 
Multiplying (4.8) by z, which is a weak solution to (4.2))integrating it 
by parts after integrating it on [0, t], we obtain
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(頌)+ 广 S0,敬),/(匕)+ 也(俄)细 + [Q4 面) 

Jo
+ N*gy(N，g(& B)(t)N + B]z(t)}v*,vdt

产 _ 一
=/ <^(9,-DA2(t, q,q- q)y\q, B^t)

Jo
一 DAr{t, q,q- q)y(q, ,vdt

fT _
+ / S(q,2VC),(日-B)g(q,B)(t，、)十 fq(t,q；q - q、))v*,vdt 

Jo
+(2(T), -C^XM(C2y(q, B)(T) - z^H = 0,

P(q>B) G Qm x Pa,b-

Hence from (4.7) and (4.8) we conclude that

(z(T),C孙m(C机(Q,B)(T)-福))h

+ (；B(a, B-u-B)(T), C^M(C2y(q, B)(T) - zd)H
fT 一

=I (^(?, B)(t), -DA2(t, q-q- q)y\q, 
Jo

-DAr(t, q\q- q)y(q, B)(t))v*,V^

+ [ - BW(q,B)(t) + h(t，4；q — Q)、)v*,vdt
JO

+ Wb(mB； B - B)(T),C^Am(C22/(q,B)(T) 一 20)H > 0,
V (g, B) € Qm x
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